
OBAL AIR PRESSUBE TN THE PRODUCTTON OF SWEDfSH STOPS

Anders Löfqvist

Stops and fricatives are normally produced with an increase in oral-

aj-r pressure. Severaf studies have been made of this parameter which

in part have examined how pressure in the supraglottal cavities is
affected by variations in stress and position and ín part have used

air pressure as a means for investigating other aspects of speech,

e.g. speeeh production under sensory deprivation, Hutchinson and Put-

nan (lSZ+). Since the pressure build up behind the place of articula-
tion is especially important for voicefess stops and fricatives these

sounds are severel-y lmpaired in the speech of individuals with cl-eft
lip and palate, MolI (1968), and aerodynamic techniques have been

applied to the assessment of the speech of such patients, see Lubker

(tszoJ for a review and further references.

This paper reports some studies of oral alr pressure in the pro-

duction of Swedish voiced and voicefess stops.

Procedure

Oral pressure was sampled through a plastlc tube, 20 cm long and with

an inner diameter of 1.9 mm. The tube was introduced into the pharyni

through the nose and coupled to a differential pressure transducer

EMT 33 (Siemens-Elema); the output from the transducer was ampfified
byaneleetromanometer EMT 31 and recorded together with the speech

signal on a Mingograph at a paper speed of 100 mm/sec. A slmuftaneous

tape recording was made of the speech signal through a Sennheiser

MD 421 dynamic microphone on a Studer A 62 tape recorder at a recording

speed of 7.5 ips.
The end of the tube sensing oral pressure was open and the pÌane of

the opening was perpendicufar to the air fl-ow which could give rise to
spurious pressure records due to air implnging on the open end of the

tube, cf. Hardy (1:?65J. One might argue, on the other hand, that air
flow for the sounds under investlgation is minimal except at the re-
lease whieh would make this problem a less serious one.

Before the pressure signal was written out on the Mingograph it
was low pass fíltered at 8O Hz, In spi-te of this filtering the fr+-
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Figure Becord of the utterances rtJa sa tat", top, and "Ja sa dadtt,

bottom. The curves represent from top to bottom, tÍme signalt

O.01 sec, intensity, oral air pressure and oscillogram.
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quency response of the recording system was judged sufficient for the
purpose of the study whj-ch was concerned with the rather sfow varia-
tions in pressure associated wi-th stop production, see further Fry
(1SOO) for a detailed account of technicaf aspects of pressure ræ
cordings.

Tlre recording system was calibrated wíth a water manometer at
regular intervafs during the recording sessions to check stability
and linearíty.

Material

The speech materi-a1 consísted of voiced and voicefess stops in various
positions and under dlfferent stress conditlons; they occurred in nor¡
sense words of the foÌlowing types:

1. f CQ:C - where Cl = CZ = /p, t, k, b, d, g/;
2. CarC4: - with the same consonants as before and stress on

the second syllable;
3. rCá.:Cân - with consonants as before and stress on the first

syJ-labJ-e; the word carried tonal accent 1;

4. tCà:tan as above but the word had tonal- accent 2.

The words were embeddeU ¡-n'th¿' åarrier phrase "Ja sa ... igen"
except for those of type 1 which were produced in the frame rtJa sã ...r1
and thus occurred in utterance final positlon.

The words were repeated several- times in random fashion by the

following speakers:

1. male speaker of Southern Swedish;

2. male speaker of gouthwestern. Swedish;

3. male speaker of Southern Swedish;

4. female speaker of the dialebt of the island of Gotland on the

Swedish east coast.

During the recordings no attempt was made to strictly control
variatj-ons in intensity and tempo and each speaker chose the level-

and rate which seem naturaf to him/her. A1Ì speakers had various

degrees of phonetic training.
Inspection of the records revealed that most of the tokens of

voiced stops were produced with glottal vibrations during the period

of articufatory closure so the terms "voiced" and "unvoiced'r in the
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Fígure 2 Becord of the utteranees "Ja sa tarta igen", top, and 'rJa
' sa darda igen", bottom.
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following refer to two classes of sounds differentiated inter ali-a by

their respective modes of gl-ottal activíty'

Measurements

From the mingographic records the foll-owing measurements were made:

1. peak oral Pressure;

2. the interval from pressure rise. to peak pressure;

3. the interval- from pressure rise to the ppint where oral pressure

had reached BS "/' of its Peak value;

4, the interval from pressure rise to the point where a 1eve1 of

stable elevated pressure occurred; this measurement was only

made for the voiceless stops since no corresponding point can

be found in pressure curves for voiced stops, cf. Figs. 1-3.

The measurements 2, 3 and 4 aff reier to what has usually been

call-ed "rise time". This measure has' however' been defined in di-ffer*

ent ways in various investigaLiorrs which somctimes makes cnmparisons

difficult. It was thus decided to incorporate varj-ous possible ways

of measuring rise time to see if and how they relate to each other'

Measurement no 2 is essentially the same as the one chosen by Lísker

(tszo); no 3 is taken from Fischer*Jfrgensen [1968) and no 4 foflows

SubtelnY et a1. (tseoJ'

All pressure measurements are given in mm of water; whenever voic-

ing occurred the pressure trace was bisected and pressure measured at

the midline. The temporal measurements are gJ-ven in milfiseconds'

Resufts

Before we turn to the presentation of the resufts a few points should

be noted. The absolute values for the various measurements differed

for the different speakers but the relations between stops in various

positions and between voiced and voicefess stops remained afmost the

same irrespective of these variations; thus' the pooled resufts for

all speakers will be given below' The variations in absolute values

can presumably be explained by dífferences in speech level- and tempo

since these factors were not strictly controlfed and they have been

shown to inffuence oral pressure, Subtelny et al' (1966)' Arkebauer

et ar. Its6zJ.
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Figure 3 Record of the utterances "Ja sa tåten igen't, top, and ,rJa

sa dáden igen", bottom.
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One phenomenon could, however, not be explained in this way, the

inffuence of the tonal- accent of the testword on the pressure for the

mediaÌ stops in words of types 3 and 4. Here, the speakerrs dialect

appeared to be invofved as wefl as the way the accent distinction is

maniiested. The pooled resufts for these positions thus do not give

the whole picture in that they reflect the tendency found for three

of the speakers, no'1, 3 and 4, whereas speaker 3 had the opposíte

pattern to the one showed in the Tabfes bel-ow as far as the refations

between the medial stops i-n words with different tonal accents are

concerned. These facts have been discussed in detail in Löfqvist (lSl+)

where afso some studies of subglottal pressure are reported;.in the

present context it is sufficient to note that the variatj-ons due to

tonal accent seem to reflect different respiratory activity and can

be reLated to the Fo variations associated with the particular mani-

festatíon ûf the accents.

If the tonal accents thus were found to infl-uence oral pressure

for the medial consonants in the words of types 3 and 4 rto such itt-

fluence could be found for the initial stops in the same words which

in their turn proved not to be different from the initial stops in

words of type 1; the resufts for stops ln these three positions have

thus been pooled.

Peak oral pressure

The measurements of peak oral pressure are summarized for. stops with

different places of articufation in Table T and for voj-ced and voic*-

less stops in different positions in Ïabfe II.

From Table I it appears that ]abials tend to have lower oral pressure

than dentafs and velars; for the latter two the order is not cfear and

the difference rather small. The differences within the voi-cefess set

are, however, not statistically significant - F = 3.526, P>2.5 -
whereas the differences among the voiced stops are - F = 17.41?r'

P<0.05.
In Table II we see that stress is an important determinator of oral

pressure, as could be expected; pressure is higher in prestress than

in poststress Position.
There is a significant difference in oral- pressure between the

voiced and voicefess stops in al-] positi-ons - P<0.oo1, two-tai-led test.
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Table I

ptk

85.4

13.0

87. s

13. B

69.6

1A,2

t

89.6

13,7

84.8

13.9

66.5

4AC

14.2

90. 1

14.6

73.2

23.6

62.6

15.2

?2.A

8.6

42.4

16.2

72,6

?7.2

12,A

51.2

20.9

s

73.5

19.6

64.4

to

45.8

16.2

Peak oraL pressure for different stops in.# tCV: position,
¡ = 144.

p k b d

X

17.5

Table Tf Peak oral pressure for voiced and unvoiced stops J.n differ-
ent positions, n = 144 except for..# tCVt position where

n = 432.

Position S'Cvt #cu V,cV: 'V:CV 'V:CV V:c#

Sound

bds

X

s

X

S
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Table fII

bds

p

124

44.7

118

22.3

127

42.4

103

4A.6

Z/tO

101

25.9

10s

15. 1

b

116

21.3

136

43.7

d

117

23,6

149

49.6

122

21.?

68.3

120

27,1

The interval from pressure rise to peak oral pressure for
different stopé in fi'CVt position, n = 144,

t k

117

6.O 45.5

Tab1e IV The interval from pressure rise to peak oral pressure for
voiced and unvoiced stops in different positions, n = 1M

except for f tCV: where n = 432,

Position s'cvz #cv V'CV: IV:CV 'V:CV v:C,#

Sound

x

S

12e,

X

s

X

132

ptk

88103 95

12,4 19. 1
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Table V

Table VT

$ound

P

21,9

47

2?;6

The interval from pressure rise to the poj.nt where oral
pressure had reaohed 85 % of its peek value for different
stops in S,CV: posítion, n = 144.

t b

8?

4ó á

49

d

qqæ

30.3

o

105

2A.7

x

s

56

31.5 22.t

.The interval from pressure rise to the point where oral
pressure had reached 85 $ of its peak. value for voiced

and unvoiced stops in difierent positions, n = 144 except

fon S tCV: position where n = 432,

Positj-on . # rçV, #cv Vrcv¡ rV:cV rV:cv u;4

t
s

X

s

ptk

bdg

6453 43 41

30. 1 12.6 oâ

48

19. B16.5 26.9

86 86 7A ?1 103

14.5 14,1 20.4 24,4
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OraI pressure for the voiceless set is generally more than 1.5 cm of
water higher than that for the voiced set.

The interval from pressure rise to peak oral pressure

The results for this parameter are given in Tables III and IV. For the

different places of articulation the differences are very sma1I,

especially for the voiced stops, and labials tend to have shorter
ríse time than dentals and velars. These sma1l differences are not

signíficant, however - F = 1.130 and 2.810 for the voiceless and

voiced sets respectively.
Again, stress Ís one determining factor in that this interval is

shorter in prestress than in poststress position for the voicel"ess

stops whereas the opposite seems to be the case for the voÍeed set.

This interval- does not show any significant difference for voi-eed

and voiceless stops except in medial unstressed position where the

values for the voiced stops are significantly shorter than those

assocÍated with their voiceless cognates.

The interval from pressure rise to the point where oral pressure had

reached 85 y'o of its peak value

Tables V and VI present the relevant measurements. Among the voic+
less plosives dentals have a quicker rise than labials and velars

but the difference is not significant - F = 3.515. For the voiced

set there is an increase in rise time as the place of articulation
moves backwards from the lips and the difference is, moreover, signi-

ficant, F = 2?.181.

Theeffectsof stress and position are not quite c1ear, Table VI.

For both voiced and voiceless stops long rise times are found for the

stressed initial stops in the prrestressed eategory; at the same time

the two other members of the prestressed group show l-ower values.

Short ríse tlmes are also found in the poststressed group except

that the medial voiceless stops have rather long rise time, at least

in words with tonal accent 2, Large interspeaker variations preclude

any definite conclusions.

Voiceless stops have shorter rise time than their voíced cognates

and the dÍfference is significant in all positions except 'V:CV.
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Table VII The interval from pressuqe.rise to the poj-nt whe?'e a Ievel
of stable elevated pressure occurred for different voíce-
less stops in # tCVr posítion, n = 144.

L k

x 55 4B 5?

9. 1 7.1 24.6

The l-nterval from pressure rise to the polnt where a leve1

of stabl-e elevated pressure occurred for voiceless stops

in di-fferent positions, n = 144t Eo(cept for f rOV: position
where n = 432.

52

Table VIII

Position $ r1vt #Cv V|CV: '\?:cV 'V:tv V:Ci#

x 645153

16 2 4.4 ?.o

60

14.O

56

15.9 12.2
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The interval- from pressure rj-se to the point where a Level" of stable
elevated pressure occurred

This measurement was only made for the voiceless category since no

correspondi-ng pcrint is found for the voiced stops, cf. Figs. 1-3,

and the results are given in Tabfes Vff and VIII.
Dentals show a faster rise time in thís respect than either labíals

or velars and the difference 1s significant, F = 14.173,

Stress and position do not appear to affect this measure to any

greater extent and the only notable trend is that the medial ur¡
stressed stops occurring after a stressed vowel- have a somewhat longer
rise time than stops in other positions.

Discussion

The resufts of the present investigation are generally in agreement

with other studies of the same parameter and for comparable speech

material: voiceless stops are characterized by higher oral pressure

and quicker pressure rise than their voiced cognates and stress is an

important determinator of oral pressure, cf.. the works listed among

the references.
Beviews of comparable studies of oraf pressure in stop productJ.on,

cf. Subtelny et al. (1:%6), Arkebauer et ar. (tsozJ, Löfqvist (rcll),
show considerabfe variations j-n the resul-ts as far as position is cor¡
cerned. If, however, the prime rofe of stress j-s taken into account

much of thi-s variation is resofved and the remaining part would seem

to be accounted for by differences in the composj-tion of the test
material - specificaÌly the use of a carrler phrase or not - and varia-
tions in speech leve1 and tempo.

The relationship between the various measurements used in the pr+
sent study is generally the following: voiceless stops having higher

peak pressure also have shorter rise time; the voiced stops with

higher peak pressure, on the other hand, usually have longer rise time.

The higher peak pressure in the voicefess set depends mainly on the

lower glottal- resistance during their production - the gl.ottis is open -
in comparison with the voj-ced category which was normally produced with
gJ-otta1 vibratlons; a cl-ose correlation between voicing and oral
pressure has been reported by Fischer-Jfrgensen (lmeJ. The same ex-

planation also takes care of the shorter rise time in the voicefess
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set, provided rise time is taken as the interval from pressure ríse
to the poj-nt where oral pressure had reached BS y'" of its peak vaì-ue.

Another factor which coufd play a rofe is a possible expansion of the
supraglottal cavities in the production of voiced stops to maintain
a transglottal pressure drop and thus facilitate voicing during the
occJ-usion, see Rothenberg (tSoe], Minifie et a1. (1924), Bel-l-Berti
( 1szsJ.

The interval from pressure rise to peak oral pressure is not sig-
nificantly different for the two sets of stops except in mediaf um-

stressed position. This is presumably refated to the continous rise
in oral pressure that occurs during voiced stops, cf. Figs. 1-3; in
this case one woul-d expect that this intervaf is reÌated to the dura-
tion of the oraf cl-osure and in the position noted above the voiced
stops have very short cfosure durations, Löfqvist (tSZe),

Another, more obscure, phenomenon invofved here is the behavior
of oraf pressure for the voiceless stops when a level of stabl-e ef+-
vated pressure has occurred. After this oral pressure may either stay
at about the same fevel- or rise a littfe. The fatter is the more corrF

mon case. The mechanisms governing the oral pressure for the voics-
less category in these instances are difficutt to pin down since no

definite trends coufd be found and there are, moreover, speaker sp+
cifi-c tendencies. On the whole, this particular measure of rise time
seems to be the least revealing cne to judge from the present results.

Labiafs tend to have l-ower peak oral pressure than velars and

dentals; this is presumably related to differences in the vofume of
the supraglottaÌ cavíties for the three places of articulation and

one would expect these variations to show up most cì-early among the
voíced stops due to the fower transglottal alr flow in their case.
Studies of both oral and subglottal pressure for voj-ced stops show

the same difference as the one reported here for oral pressure but
none that could be related to place of articul-ation for subglottaÌ
pressure, Löfqvist (tsZSJ.

For the voíced stops rise time becomes longer as the place of
articufation moves backwards from the Ìips and this is presumably

rel-ated to the differences in peak pressure noted above. Among the
voiceless stops dentals show a quicker rise time than labials and

velars, the difference between the fatter two being insignificant.
The reason for this is unclear, perhaps the greater mobility of the
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tongue tip is involved, if its greater mobility can be sald to be an

established fact.
Oral pressure has sometimes been taken as a reflection of the

difference between tense and lax stops, the fax ones usually being

voiceless and thus having higher oral pressure, cf. Malécot (1955,

19?O). The hÍgher oral pressure would, however, seem to depend more

on these stops being unvo'iced than l-ax and oral pressure is now not

regarded as a correl-ate of tenseness and laxness, FischerrJfrgensen
( 1e6B).
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